When you orient new families, do you focus on things you want them to do -finish the paperwork, follow procedures for car line, send extra clothes, sign in and out? Or, do you use this opportunity to launch the profound and privileged work of seeing that child and family with clarity and appreciation? This is the time to ask families about their hopes and dreams, their challenges and vulnerabilities, their fierce beliefs and their deep questions. You are setting the tone for a new relationship of meaningful collaboration.
And in the weeks and months and years after orientation -each time we write an e-mail, compose a newsletter, put together a required form, sit down for a parent conference, document learning for a child's portfolio, or ask about the weekend -through our tone and our choice of words, we have the opportunity to say it again: "I see you, in all your particularity, and you are more than an interchangeable part of this place."
"Here's how you make friends. You learn their names. And you learn their signs." -Niko, age 4
With 4 children over 9 years, it would have been easy (and frankly, natural) for the children to be "Berlin-Schulman's" but that was not the case. They were Jake (shark), Eli (fire engine), Micah (drum) and Becca (sunflower) You might also consider ways to create a unique and compelling identity for each child within the program. Here, we use "signs." A sign is a symbol unique to each child -a shoe, a turtle, a leaf, a flashlight, an orange -that the child chooses early in the orientation process. By the time children begin school, the signs are everywhere -on the big Welcome Board at the gate, on mailboxes, on coat hooks, on snack cups. There are even three dimensional versions of the signs on a shelf near the blocks to include in buildings. Signs are the first things we help kids learn to draw, and the first symbols they learn to read. Signs are about identity, community and literacy. When you show patience, knowing that some children and families need time to fully enter and integrate; and when you radiate a steady, quiet confidence that they will eventually make their way inside -you lay the path to belonging. Take a hard look at structures in your program that rush or abbreviate relationships. The more time a group of children, teachers and families are together, the better. In some ways, it is simple. If you want to make your program a safe and accepting place, you simply say it, over and over: "This is a safe place, and I won't let you hurt anyone here, and I wouldn't let anyone hurt you here either." You codify safety in your agreements: "Find a way that all can play." "Solve the problem so that everyone wins." "Take as much as you need, but not more." "Tell her when you're done so she can have a turn." "Use I Statements to share your feelings." "Ask firstbefore you rhyme his name, or make him the bad guy in your game, or crash his bike, or give him a kiss."
Accept Me
And When you give prospective families clear, complete and unapologetic information about your program -emphasizing your high expectations for family involvement -they are more likely to participate in a whole-hearted way when they come. Likewise, if you encourage prospective families to ask hard questions, and are frank with them about principles and policies you will not compromise --perhaps your particular approach to curriculum, or the hours children can attend, or your commitment to having children will spend a good part of each day outdoors -they know what they are getting into from the beginning. When you make an informed choice, you are on your way to belonging.
After the choice is made, a steady flow of information keeps the path to belonging clear. For children, you can provide a "Welcome Book," a collection of photographs and words from teachers and children outlining routines, introducing spaces and materials, and even explaining rules -all in a tone that balances genuine excitement about the opportunities ahead with acknowledgement of how tender and scary it can feel to be new. Families will need plenty of written information, including clear instructions about required paperwork -but also something more playful, like an invitation to work with their child on pages for the program's "Family Book." Again, the tone is confident, cheerful and warm. Everything communicates, "You have work to do, and things to learn, but being here will definitely be worth the effort!"
Allow Me How does your program change from day to day and year to year in response to the actual people who inhabit it? For both children and their families, a sense of belonging comes from making an impact. Children see their work displayed with care. They watch their friends act out their dictated stories, knowing that later all the families will be reading those same stories at home via e-mail. Parents claim a territory or a task--the compost, the flower garden, shelving books -and get public acknowledgement for what they contribute. Families see the odds and ends they donate to "creation station" end up as fancy spaceships and baby food and magic wands. Flip through the big "Book of Agreements" -the rules for the school -and see the names of children who have, over many years, inspire and write and illustrate those agreements. See policies re-considered and practices altered because you express your concerns or ideas. How visible is the history of your program and the ways it has been shaped over time by individual children, parents and teachers?
Celebrate Me
The Ritual is a powerful and versatile tool for creating a culture of belonging. Carefully consider the occasions you choose to celebrate. Do your rituals clearly reflect your values? Do they deepen people's connection to those values and their connection to each other? We love birthdays as an opportunity to hear stories from families about all the things the child as learned over the years; to invite the birthday child to name ambitions for the future; and to ask everyone else in the community to reflect on what they especially appreciate about the birthday child. We treasure our December Stone Stoup Feast as an opportunity to pause and celebrate this moment when we can see that we have gone from being new to each other to being, as our favorite song puts it, "Friends of the Family." And we embrace our end of year Graduation Celebration as one last chance to celebrate the individual child's unique contributions to our community and express our absolutely belief in their potential to make the most of whatever comes next. We make it clear -our kids are Children Firsters forever. Instead of erasing the old group with the start of a new year, we ask each graduate to leave us a painted tile to hang in the classroom. We hang photos of each graduating class on the Old Friends wall in our bathroom. At meeting, we call Old Friends to sing happy birthday. We invite alumnae to pizza potlucks and camping weekends. These small gestures give the kids who are here today, the kids making the phone calls and studying the tiles, a reassuring sense of continuity and abundance. They can welcome new friends and honor the old; they can look forward to graduation and kindergarten, and know they will be remembered. They will always belong.
Inspire Me

